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Mole Stop – professional electronics
against vole, mole, badger & snakes
Mole Stop is an electronic appliance screwed into the ground. With
its randomly emitted vibrations it will effectively keep moles, voles,
badger and snakes out of your garden.
The working area is up to 1200 sqm (14000 sq.ft or 10-20 m radius depending on soil properties and the survival conditions of the
pests).
Powered by 4 pcs of alkaline batteries (LR14, also called Baby, AM2,
MN1400) that will last 3-10 weeks operation depending on program
settings. Optionally an can be used to power one or several pest control product units connected together. Solar power is also an option.
Mole Stop is the fruit of more than 15 years research work and has
the following unique features:
Patented screw shape for maximum contact with the ground
Epoxy glue protected electronics for ultimate moist resistance
Dual program for optimal setting of vibration
Powerful resonance mechanism for maximum area coverage
Micro drainage slots for letting condensation out of the housing
New Heavy-Duty-motor for long problem free operation
Mole Stop 1000 P2

Professional pest control product. This earth screw effectively drives voles, moles etc. away from the garden
where the vermin viciously attacks the lawn, fruit trees and the vegetable garden.
Working radius of this pest control product is between 10-20 metres (30-45 ft) depending on how well the soil
can transmit the resonance sound. This means that under reasonable conditions Mole Stop can protect more
than 1000 sq.m (11000 sq.ft) from moles and voles.
Professional pest control product with patented screw shape, powerful resonance mechanism, drainage slots
for condense water and electronic parts completely epoxy moulded (water proof) guarantees trouble free
usage for many years. Does not harm worms or insects. Runs on 4 pcs 1,5 volt LR14 alkaline batteries (also
called Baby, AM2, MN1400) that will last for 3-10 weeks operation depending on frequency setting (batteries
not included!). Optionally adapter (V201/V205) - can be used to power one or several pest control product
units linked together. Can also be connected to one or more Topo Stops using the same adapter (110 volt AC
available on request - please specify when ordering!). Comprehensive manual in english included. CE-marked.
130 x 300 mm (diam. x length), 460 g
Art-nr V120

Mole Stop Solar P2

As Mole Stop 1000 but powered by a 6 volt solar panel. The rechargeable battery in the solar panel ensures
operation during the night. Optionally adapter (V201/V205) operation when daylight is too weak (shady place
or above latitude 60) No battery compartment! Comprehensive manual in english included. CE-marked. 130 x
300 mm (diam. x length), 460 g
Art-nr V125
AC Adapter, 230V~/9V (optionally 110V AC) with 2 m (6,5 ft) cable. With corrosion resistant plug. Can
simultaneously power up to 8 assorted units of Mole Stop 1000 and Topo Stop E250 3D-VOX. CE- and Tüvmarked. For 100V AC please specify when ordering!
Art-nr V201
Extension cable Low voltage cable, 20 m (65 ft), with Ericsson contact. Highly recommended for fire security
reasons for attics and other secluded areas in the house. Including removable connection plug.
Art-nr V205
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